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BESTE COLLEGA’S
Ik wil graag Nederlands leren.

Blijf Nederlands praten.
Praat langzaam (maar niet harder).
Gebruik korte zinnen.
Schakel pas over op Engels als het me
echt niet lukt.

Homing your company in on Holland
As an employer, you are aware of the fact that your foreign employees function better
when they feel at home in their new country. At Direct Dutch, we believe that the
best way to assimilate to a new culture, is to learn its language. Besides, we think that
the best way to learn a language is to actually use it. Therefore, all our courses focus
on communication and are taught in Dutch from the very lesson onwards.
The Direct Dutch formula is based on the recognition that it is difficult to separate a language from its culture. We pay a lot of attention to Dutch culture and customs throughout our courses. All our courses are based on our unique, acclaimed teaching method,
also adopted by the University of Berkeley, combining thorough language instruction with a
focus on Dutch culture.
Tailor-made programme
Of course, different companies have different needs. For some companies a regular
beginners course may be enough to help their international employees feel more at
home in their new country. Others might want to invest in a longer track, guiding their
employees towards the official NT2 state exam with a special focus on, for instance,
medical terminology. We are happy to adapt our programme to suit the specific
linguistic, or cultural needs of your company.

Home in on Holland
Learning Dutch makes your stay in the Netherlands
a meaningful experience.
Ask your colleagues to speak Dutch with you!
For more information about this campaign and
our courses go to www.directdutch.com.
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In-company training
Direct Dutch offers business courses to accommodate companies which prefer to have
Dutch lessons on site. We are happy to adjust the size of the groups, the frequency of
the lessons and their length to suit the needs and requirements of your company. This
has enabled busy business men and women interested in learning the Dutch language
and culture to enrol, enjoy and successfully complete our courses.
Almost 30 years of experience
Since our foundation in 1985, thousands of students from hundreds of companies have
completed Dutch courses with Direct Dutch. Do you want to explore the possibilities
for future cooperation with one of the oldest language institutes of The Hague as well?
Don’t hesitate to contact us for more information, or to make an appointment for a free
try out lesson.
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Beginners basic course
The Beginners Basic course is meant for absolute beginners with no prior knowledge
of Dutch. Within six weeks, students deal with the basics of Dutch grammar and build
up a vocabulary of about 500 words. They learn how to introduce themselves, go
shopping, give directions and have simple conversations on every-day subjects.
This course is a great way to get familiar with the basics of the Dutch language.

Level
Group size

0-A1 CEFR
Max 8 students

Duration

Homework

Private course (1 student)
18 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
24 hours of instruction
approx. 24 hours of homework

Course material

Chapter 1 to 12 of the Home in on Holland course book

Prerequisites
This course does not require any prior knowledge of Dutch. A little knowledge of
English is required to attend the Beginners Course.


Examination
At the end of the course, there will be a test assessing the students’ level of Dutch.
Upon handing in the test, they will receive a Direct Dutch certificate, stating their level
of Dutch.


Method
Our classes are based on the direct method. This means that all classes are highly
interactive and focus on communication. New words and structures are introduced by
means of question and answer series. Dutch is spoken in class from the very first lesson
(although some points of grammar may be explained in English to save time). Reading
and writing are taught by means of practical (homework) exercises.


Culture
At Direct Dutch, we believe that it is impossible to separate a language from its cultural
context. There is an important role for Dutch culture throughout our courses. The
Beginners Basic course includes a series of 6 short lectures on aspects of Dutch society
such as Dutch national character and geography. In the first few weeks these talks/
discussions will be in English, but later on they will be held in Dutch.
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Elementary Course
The Elementary Course is meant for students who already know the basics of Dutch,
but are missing the vocabulary and grammatical background to communicate effectively. After this course, students will have dealt with the entire elementary grammar
of Dutch and built up a vocabulary of about 1000 words. More importantly, they will
be able to communicate in Dutch effectively in their every-day lives.

Prerequisites
This course requires a basic knowledge of Dutch (A1 level CEFR). Before starting the
course, Direct Dutch will assess your employees’ current level of Dutch in an oral test.
A little knowledge of English is required to attend the Elementary Course.


Examination
At the end of the course, there will be a test assessing the students’ level of Dutch.
Upon handing in the test, they will receive a Direct Dutch certificate, stating whether
they reached A2 level.


Level
Group size

A1-A2 CEFR
Max 8 students

Duration

Homework

Private course (1 student)
18 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
24 hours of instruction
approx. 24 hours of homework

Course material

Chapter 13 to 24 of the Home in on Holland course book

Method
Our classes are based on the direct method. This means that all classes are highly
interactive and focus on communication. New words and structures are introduced by
means of question and answer series. Dutch is spoken in class from the very first lesson
(although some points of grammar may be explained in English to save time). Reading
and writing are taught by means of practical (homework) exercises.


Culture
At Direct Dutch, we believe that it is impossible to separate a language from its cultural
context. There is an important role for Dutch culture throughout our courses. The
Elementary course includes a series of 6 short lectures on aspects of Dutch society such
as history, politics, arts and media in simple Dutch.
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Intermediate Course
The intermediate course is meant for students who master the basics of Dutch and
want to take it to the next level. Throughout the course, students are encouraged to
use the language actively allowing them to expand their vocabulary and fluency and allowing the teacher to watch their development closely and give them individual feedback.

Prerequisites
This course requires an elementary knowledge of Dutch (A2 level CEFR). Before
starting the course, Direct Dutch will assess your employees’ current level of Dutch in a
free oral test.


Examination
At the end of the course, there will be a test assessing the students’ level of Dutch.
Upon handing in the test, they will receive a Direct Dutch certificate, stating whether
they reached B1 level. After the intermediate course, students are well prepared to take
the official NT2 State Exam Programme I.


Level
Group size

A2-B1 CEFR
Max 8 students

Duration

Private course (1 student)
18 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
24 hours of instruction
approx. 60 hours of homework

Homework
Course material

Chapter 1 to 12 of the Direct Dutch Intermediate course book
and selected articles from Dutch media

Method
Like all our courses, the intermediate course is highly interactive and focuses on
communication. In class, the time will divided between oral revision of the homework,
presentations and class discussions. There is great focus on the students’ own input,
allowing room to focus on each student’s individual needs and interests. Dutch is spoken
throughout the course.


Culture
At Direct Dutch, we believe that it is impossible to separate a language from its cultural
context. There is an important role for Dutch culture throughout our courses. The
intermediate course works with authentic Dutch material as much as possible, which will
be adapted to suit the interests of your employees.
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Advanced Course
The advanced course is meant for students who are able to use Dutch (more or less)
fluently in every-day life and want to master the language on a professional level. After
the advanced course, your employees will have become independent speakers of
Dutch, who are ready to express themselves fluently and correctly on any subject in
both a social and professional context.

Prerequisites
This course requires an intermediate knowledge of Dutch (B1 level CEFR). Before
starting the course, Direct Dutch will assess your employees’ current level of Dutch in a
free oral test.


Examination
At the end of the course, there will be a test assessing the students’ level of Dutch.
Upon handing in the test, they will receive a Direct Dutch certificate, stating whether
they reached B2 level.


Level
Group size

B1-B2 CEFR
Max 8 students

Duration

Private course (1 student)
18 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
24 hours of instruction
approx. 60 hours of homework

Homework
Course material

Chapter 1to 12 of the Direct Dutch Advanced course book
and selected articles from Dutch media

Method
Like all our courses, the advanced course is highly interactive and focuses on
communication. In this course, your employees independently consolidate their
knowledge of Dutch grammar. In class, students develop their speaking and writing skills
discussing articles from Dutch quality newspapers in oral and written assignments.
There is a lot of room for the students’ own input, allowing the teacher to focus on
each student’s individual needs and interests. Dutch is spoken throughout the course.


Culture
At Direct Dutch, we believe that it is impossible to separate a language from its cultural
context. There is an important role for Dutch culture throughout our courses. The
advanced course exclusively works with authentic Dutch material, which will be adapted
to suit the interests of your employees.
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NT2 II Exam training

Conversation Plus Course

The NT2-II Course is meant for students who want to take part in the NT2 State
exam II. The course prepares your employees for the exam by thoroughly training
the specific reading, writing, listening and speaking skills required to pass the exam
successfully.

This course is meant for those employees who master the basics of the Dutch
language in theory, but need some practice using it. It allows students who completed
an intermediate, advanced and/or NT2 course to build on their vocabulary and
fluency. Besides, it provides a great opportunity to really focus on the specific
conversational skills needed in your company.

Level
Group size

B2-C1 CEFR
Max 8 students

Level
Group size

Duration

Private course (1 student)
18 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
24 hours of instruction
approx. 100 hours of homework

Duration

Homework
Course material

Help3, Mag ik u helpen?
Earlier editions of the official NT2 II state exam

Method
Like all our courses, the NT2 course is highly interactive and focuses on communication.
Your employees prepare for every class by covering one chapter from the book,
correcting their work independently at home. The first half of each class is devoted to
in depth discussion of the home work. The second half focuses on speaking and listening
exercises. Dutch is spoken throughout the course.


B1+ CEFR
Max 8 students

Private course (1 student)
12 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
12 hours of instruction
Homework
24 hours of homework
Course material	Selected articles from Dutch quality newspapers, or literature
from 	your own field of work, dependant on the students’
particular interests, or professional language needs.

Method
The conversation plus course is highly interactive and focuses on communication. Your
colleagues prepare a short presentation based on a (newspaper) article of their own
choice for every class. In class, time is divided between individual presentations and class
discussion. Dutch is spoken throughout the course.


Culture
At Direct Dutch, we believe that it is impossible to separate a language from its cultural
context. There is an important role for Dutch culture throughout our courses. The
conversation plus course exclusively works with authentic Dutch material.


Prerequisites
This course requires an advanced knowledge of Dutch (B2 level CEFR). Direct Dutch
will assess your employees’ current level of Dutch in an oral test.


Examination
At the end of the course, your employees are well prepared to take part in the NT2
State exam Programme II. This exam is recognized by many employers and in higher
education throughout the Netherlands to attest that someone masters Dutch on a
professional level.
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Prerequisites
This course requires (at least) an intermediate knowledge of Dutch (B1 level CEFR).
Before starting the course, Direct Dutch will assess your employees’ current level of
Dutch in an oral test.
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Home in on Holland

Business Culture

This series of short lectures introduces your employees to some basic characteristics
of Dutch culture and helps them to ‘home in’ on their new country. In twelve thematic
twenty minute talks, your employees will get an accessible overview of everything they
need to know about the Dutch, their history, their country and their ways.

Do you want your employees to know why the Netherlands is the only country where
the manager is not the boss, why Dutch business meetings tend to be so lengthy and
why their colleagues or business partners have such a hard time promoting themselves
via LinkedIn? In twelve thematic twenty minute talks, your employees will get an accessible overview of everything they need to know about Dutch business culture.

Level
Group size

Level
Group size

0-C1 CEFR
Max 8 students

Duration

Private course (1 student)
8 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
8 hours of instruction
0 hours of homework

0-C1 CEFR
Max 8 students

Duration

Private course (1 student)
8 hours of instruction
Group course (2-8 students)
8 hours of instruction
Homework
0 hours of homework
Course material	Lectures based on selected handouts, created by Direct Dutch,
addressing a wide range of aspects of Dutch every-day life,
culture and history.

Homework

Course material	Lectures based on selected handouts, created by Direct Dutch,
addressing a wide range of aspects of Dutch business culture.



Method
All classes are highly interactive and focus on communication. All lectures in this series
are highly accessible and actively involve your employees. They are a great starting point
for group discussions and conversation exercises.



Prerequisites
The lectures will be adapted to the students’ current level of Dutch. For example, when
the series is taken as a supplement to a basic and/or elementary course, the first few
lectures will be in English and, later on, in simple Dutch, using only the structures and
vocabulary the students are familiar with.
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Method
All classes are highly interactive and focus on communication. All lectures in this series
are highly accessible and actively involve your employees. They are a great starting point
for group discussions and conversation exercises.
Prerequisites
The lectures will be adapted to the students’ current level of Dutch. For example, when
the series is taken as a supplement to a basic and/or elementary course, the first few
lectures will be in English and, later on, in simple Dutch, using only the structures and
vocabulary the students are familiar with.
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Coaching the expat executive

new

Suppose you are an executive of an international company. Suddenly you find yourself
in the situation that you have to deliver a speech to a group of people… in Dutch.
And even though you have learned the basics of Dutch, you feel very insecure.
Delivering a speech is an art in itself, but to do it in a language that is not your native
tongue, wow…eerie.
So what to do? Are you to say: ‘Goedenmiddag, welkom and now I have to do the rest
in English, because my mastery of Dutch is poor, sorry…’ Or are you going to fight an
arduous battle mumbling a text of which you are not certain what it really says.
While battling on, you suddenly hear people laugh and you wonder is it because I was
making an indecent remark?
Tailor made solution
There is an easy and fun way out of this battle. Many people have done this before. Hire
one of our language coaches. In a couple of hours the coach will help you to write your
speech in such a way that you’ll feel at ease with your lines. Your speech will be totally
personal and, because it is tailor, made easy to deliver.


Almost 30 years of experience
This is a training especially for managers/executives/diplomats. Direct Dutch is
experienced in coaching and helping with these presentations in Dutch. Your audience
will be pleasantly surprised when they hear you speak perfect Dutch. And it goes
without saying, our training is discreet and your secret remains safe with us.


Direct Dutch Daily

Contact us

Want to dive deeper into
Dutch every day? Follow
us on Facebook or go to
www.directdutch.com!

Direct Dutch Institute
Laan van Nieuw Oost Indië 275
2593 BS Den Haag
t 0031 (0)70 365 46 77
e info@directdutch.com
i www.directdutch.com

Contact us for more information or to make an appointment for a free try out lesson!

